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 Join us for an evening of celebration of our vibrant cooperative community! 

Highlights include the AGM, CPPPBC Awards, famous Preschool Raffle Baskets, Silent Auction, 50/50, 

Hotel Red Board, Door Prizes, Gourmet Treats, Special Guests, and much, much more fun for all!  
 

Gourmet Hors d’oeuvres Catered by The Party Chef 

Doors open at 6:30 pm                

Tickets: $20/person  

Parking & Transit accessible  
 

Olympic Village Creekside Community Centre 

#1 Athlete’s Way, Vancouver 
 

For Tickets: call the CPPPBC Office at 604 435 4430 or email: cppadmin@telus.net 

CPPPBC Board Meeting  

Council Office, 7:00pm 
June 6th 

 

Inventory Due 

May 31st, 2016 

  
CPPPBC Office Closed 

 Victoria Day—May  23rd  

 

Spring Membership Reports 

Due  June 15th, 2016 

  

Office Hours Reduced 

July/August 

Social & Emotional Learning, what is it all about?  
 By Lynne Cox, Parent Educator and Author.   

When children are taught Social and Emotional Learning skills, they 

don’t only become smarter, they become wiser in the process.  Model-

ling Social and Emotional Learning during the first six years of a 

young child’s life helps them to create a strong foundation of inner 

strength.   They learn valuable self-awareness, self-management, social 

awareness, motivation and responsibility skills.  The BC Ministry of 

Education has recognized how social and emotional skills contribute 

to a child’s success in school and have included it into their curricu-

lum for kindergarten to grade 12 students. 
 

Parents have always been encouraged to prepare their children early 

for kindergarten by teaching them their colours, the ABC song, count-

ing numbers and to write their name.  These intellectual skills used to 

be the main way to help prepare children for kindergarten.   However 

Social and Emotional Learning helps children learn how to get along 

with one another and to understand their feelings so they can solve 

problems.  They learn to focus, listen, be patient, take turns and fol-

low instructions, to name a few skills.  Children who learn these skills 

are more successful in school and in life.  
 

When I attended the UBC HELP (Human Early Learning Partner-

ship) Conference, the following quote by Aristotle was highlighted; 

“Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education 

at all.”   
 

As children open to connect with their lovable hearts, they begin the 

journey of self-acceptance just for being themselves.  As they recog-

nize their value, strengths and abilities and feel a sense of belonging 

and trust in their environment they can create a positive, optimistic 

belief system about themselves.   Whatever a child feels inside is 

always reflected back to them in some way through their life       

experiences.   
 

Children learn to understand their emotions by talking about their 

feelings.  When children were asked, “When have you felt sad?”  one 

child responded, “When I lost my cat.”  The other children immedi-

ately related to the experience and naturally connected with one 

another through empathy and a sense of belonging.   
 

A full array of feelings can surface when children are learning new 

things, from a sense of confidence to the weight of apprehension 

and doubt (that delays learning).  However, when children are aware 

of what they have learned in their lives to date that they can walk, 

talk, jump, skip, etc. - they begin the process 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2 
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of feeling more confident and motivated.  
  

When the focus of learning is placed on being kind, caring and ap-

preciative, new approaches to problem-solving promote compassion 

and empathy.  When a child is physically hurt by a scratch or a 

bump, parents, caregivers and teachers can help the child to calm 

down.  Once calm s/he can talk about his/her feelings.  The focus is 

placed on helping the children learn and experience compassionate, 

gentle caring.  With supervision, a cool cloth can be placed on the 

hurt child.   

The Role of Tears in Cultivating Resiliency  
There seems to be a lack of cultural wisdom as to the significance of 

tears in bringing a child to rest from the things they want but cannot 

have. While Internet searches on tantrums top parenting concerns, 

the tears that are meant to quell futile pursuits or frustration seem 

invisible in importance. Yet it is tears that offer relief from the disap-

pointments that are part of life, the upsets that will come, and the 

hurt that is felt. It is sad tears that signal a child has surrendered to 

the limits we impose them, such as no more cookies or ice cream, or 

our inability to fix or find something they want. Life is full of disap-

pointments such as not being first, not winning, not getting what we 

want, and not being able to hold onto the people you want to stay 

close to. Tears are the ultimate answer and resolution to the frustra-

tion that comes in the face of life’s futilities. As Althea Solter states, 

“When children cry the hurt has already happened. Crying is not the 

hurt but the process of being unhurt.” 

 

 All tears are not created equal - there is a difference between mad 

tears and sad ones. It is sad tears that underlie adaptation and resil-

iency. Sad tears are the ones cried in response to realizing something 

cannot be changed. It is where frustration melts into surrender, where 

whining or attacking energy subsides and there is rest from futile pur-

suits. It is here resiliency is born, in realizing you can survive not get-

ting what you want. Mad tears on the other hand, are fuelled by foul 

frustration and common in young kids, with each one having their 

own signature move(s) including: kicks, hits, screams, pinches, bites, 

with sensitive ones prone to attacking themselves. When we focus on 

a child's attacks we miss the frustration that is driving it, and with 

that, an opportunity to melt their frustration into tears of sadness. 

By the time a child is 4, physical forms of attack may start to be re-

placed with words instead – a good sign indeed! It means they have 

developed the capacity to use words to express their emotions instead 

of physical means. It’s important to remember they won’t have self-

control when they are emotionally charged until the ages of 5 to 7 

with ideal development - and more like 7 to 9 for more sensitive 

kids. When a child is full of foul frustration, it is only their sad tears 

that will bring rest and emotional balance to their system again. 

 

The Science of Tears 

William Frey, a well-known researcher who has studied the chemical 

composition of tears, states sad tears are not benign like the ones we 

cry when cutting onions. Our sad tears are full of toxic proteins that 

are being shed by the body for the purpose of bringing the emotional 

system back into balance (1). Ad Vingerhoet’s book, Why Only Hu-

mans Weep, pulls together the science of crying and the complex 

interactions in the body (2). The nervous system is responsible for 

allowing tears to flow and the experience of rest with special neuro-

transmitters governing this interaction. When the futility of some-

thing registers in the amygdala in the limbic system, it shifts gears in 

the nervous system and the parasympathetic system is activated. 

Tears may fall or disappointment and sadness will be experienced. 

These states are also accompanied by a release of oxytocin, the at-

tachment chemical that dampens the biological stress chemical of 

cortisol. When children cry and receive comfort from attachment 

figures, it is their engagement that increases oxytocin levels and de-

crease stress related ones. Tears are not a problem but a child’s signal 

to us that they are having one so they get the support they need. 

 

If a child has lost the capacity to express sadness or does not show 

upset, disappointment, or talk of being lonely or scared, we should 

be concerned. The expression of tears or sadness is key to taking 

stock of a child’s vulnerable emotions and whether they experience 

them. If you don’t feel sad, then caring may also be inhibited too. 

This isn’t a mistake in the child but a response to an environment 

that is too wounding, thus emotional 

defenses have been erected by the brain. 

Social & Emotional Learning, what is it all about?  
 By Lynne Cox, Parent Educator and Author.   

Social and Emotional Learning helps children take responsibility for 

their actions as they learn to create and experience more kindness and 

caring in their lives.  Whenever you focus on kind, caring and appre-

ciative behaviour, you will watch that behaviour grow!  
 

It’s never too early to start Social & Emotional Learning.  Visit 

Lynne’s website at www.shininglight.ca to learn about the free parent-

ing programs and activities for babies and young children.   

“You Can’t Always Get What you Want”-  
 By Deborah MacNamara, PhD, Counsellor, Parent Educator  

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
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(4). A child who has stuck tears will be frustrated – a lot – with attack-

ing behaviour often present. In such cases, when an adult focuses on 

the attacking behaviour with punishment, it will further exacerbate the 

frustration and attacking emotional energy. What is needed is to come 

back to the emotion that is driving the attacking behaviour – to the 

roots of frustration that is fuelling it. 

 

Adults as the Ultimate Comforters 

Our role in helping our children’s tears flow is to accept that they need 

to come out. Our focus on reason and rationale is lost on them, it is 

about their hurt feelings and disappointments. It is about the generous 

invitation they need from us to welcome their tears and all that it means 

for them. While we might not see a broken toy, losing a game, not get-

ting another cookie as a big deal – it is for them – especially the first 

time around. What they need from us is room for their tears to fall and 

their disappointment to be felt in a non-shaming or punitive environ-

ment. They don’t need our discomfort with their upset to stop what 

must come out of them. They need adults who can hold onto them 

through the emotional storms so that mad can turn into sad as they 

accept the limits and restrictions they are up against. It is in how we 

offer a hug or soft words, a warm presence, an invitation to be close and 

room to cry, and patience to wait it out. It is in these tears where trans-

formation and adaptation occur - where they realize they can survive 

what didn't work, can’t work, won’t work, or shouldn’t work – and that 

they are despite this. It might be cookies and ice cream today but it 

paves the way for the big disappointments that will come – a poor 

grade, a job they don’t get, to loving someone who doesn’t love you 

back. 

 

Young children weren’t meant to take care of their feelings, they are just 

starting to learn names for them. We need to stop outsourcing our re-

sponsibility for a child’s upset onto their shoulders with statements such 

as, “control your temper,” “calm down,” “why can’t you figure this out,” 

“I have told you a hundred times,” “stop being like that,” “cut-it-out,” 

“you need to think more positively,” or the classic line, “why are you 

crying – I’ll give you something to cry about.” We need to step in to 

take care of their frustration and tears, they are the clearest signals to us 

they need help. Helping a child understand what is behind their tears is 

the goal, but they will not lower their emotional defenses for just any-

one. 

 

What we do in the face of our children’s tears, both mad and sad ones, 

will communicate to them what type of caretaker we are and whether 

we can be trusted to take care of their heart. Can they trust us with 

their hurt feelings? Can they trust us to guide them through their 

foul frustration to their tears? If we can’t hold onto them through 

these storms then they will not hold onto us. We cannot guide a 

child towards maturity if they don't follow us. 

 

What I find truly ironic is that when we make room for our chil-

dren’s tears we will find that it transforms us too. When we have to 

stretch emotionally to make room for the emotions our children 

stir up in us, it grows us up. Our love for them can make us more 

emotionally mature by forcing us to temper our strong reactions. If 

you have ever had to hold onto your frustration in the face of your 

child’s, you will know exactly what I mean. My hope would be that 

when we are faced with our children’s tears, we would be close 

enough to our own so that we would instinctively know what they 

needed most from us. 

 

For more information about tears, frustration, aggression, emo-

tions and young children, please see my new book, Rest, Play, Grow: 

Making Sense of Preschoolers (or anyone who acts like one)available at 

online book retailers and select bookstores. 

 

(1) Aletha Solter, “Understanding tears and tantrums,” Young Chil-

dren 47, no. 4 (1992): 64–68. 

(2) William H. Frey and Muriel Langseth, Crying: The Mystery of 

Tears (Minneapolis, MN: Winston Press, 1985). 

(3) Ad Vingerhoets, Why Only Humans Weep: Unravelling the Myster-

ies of Tears (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013). 

(4) Gordon Neufeld, Making Sense of Kids Course, (Vancouver: 

Neufeld Institute, 2013). 

 

Copyright 2016 Deborah MacNamara, PhD 

 

Deborah is on faculty at the Neufeld Institute and in private prac-

tice working with parent of children and teens. She is the author of 

Rest, Play, Grow: Making Sense of Preschoolers (or anyone who 

acts like one). All work is based on the relational and developmen-

tal approach of Gordon Neufeld, PhD, please see 

www.macnamara.ca for more information or 

www.neufeldinstitute.org. 

“You Can’t Always Get What you Want”-  
 By Deborah MacNamara, PhD, Councilor, Parent Educator  
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Sharing, learning and networking with co-op preschool leaders 

was the order of business at the 2016 PCPI Annual Meeting in 

Chicago from April 14-17.   

 

Conference Highlights included educational sessions, school 

visits, a tour of the Chicago Children's Museum, and the PCPI 

Business Meeting and elections. 

 

A special thanks goes to our meeting planners and hosts: Fami-

lies Together Cooperative Nursery School, Lincoln Park Coop-

erative Nursery School, and Park West Cooperative Nursery 

School. Attendees had an enjoyable and informative time visit-

ing their schools and learning more about the rich history of 

their cooperatives. We also want to thank Parent Co-op for Early 

Learning in Hyde Park for opening its doors for a tour.  

In addition to the valuable networking and ideas gathered about 

running cooperative preschools, participants also spent time 

brainstorming ways that PCPI could provide more tangible benefits 

to our members. During the coming year, we will be looking for 

ways to more fully engage members by enhancing our social media 

platforms and website.  We will be developing short resource arti-

cles and fact sheets and providing them online. Publications will 

also transition to free, online documents as a member benefit. Fi-

nally, next year you can look forward to more educational opportu-

nities at our annual conference as we draw on the vast knowledge 

and experience of our members.   

PCPI Leaders elected at the Annual Meeting  

In considering officers and appointments for the coming year, it 

was suggested that a new model of leadership was needed. The posi-

tion of vice president administration had not been filled for several 

years. It was felt that co-presidents or a president-elect position 

might facilitate communication and coordination. A committee 

was appointed to begin review of the bylaws to address this and 

other issues.  

Parent Cooperative Preschools International (PCPI) Leaders Meet in Chicago! 
 By Lesley Romanoff, PCPI President 

Outdoor Exploration 
 By Christine Williams, Jack & Jill Assistant Supervisor 

The weather has been incredibly beautiful. Trees and flowers 

are blooming all around us. Our students enjoy the outdoors 

so much they’re asking to stay out longer. Families spending 

time together outside and exploring is a great opportunity to 

enjoy all that summer has to offer.  Start by going to your local 

information centre to find new areas to explore and see, trails 

with creeks, or waterfalls, lakes and beaches.  

 

When going out on a trail adventure, it’s good to be well pre-

pared for the day. The worst thing is getting to your destination 

and finding out you have left something behind. Have your 

child involved in what should be brought along and how they 

can help, perhaps a small backpack for them to carry;  water, 

snacks and things that would be useful for them on the trip. 

For parents, do the same thing plus add a little first aid kit and 

some extra clothes, which are always handy if you are going 

near water, ponds or streams or unpredictable weather. Extra 

things that can make exploring fun are magnifying glasses, 

measuring tape, a camera, bug containers, paper and pencils. 

This is not only a great place to explore but a great way to   

develop important motor skills: by walking on logs, climbing 

trees and walking up hills. Also teach them safety and give 

them some simple rules. Your child will become more adven-

turous the more you explore with them and will become open 

to trying new things.  

 

Going to the beach, there is lots to see and explore such as 

shells, beach glass, crabs, sea stars and rocks. Pack a bag of es-

sentials such as hats, sunscreen, water, snacks and water shoes as 

there can be sharp objects, barnacles and other hazards. Bring a 

bucket and shovel along. It is always good to make a sandcastle or 

even explore items that are alive to catch and release like crabs 

and other beach dwelling creatures. It is also a great way to teach 

them about caring for the inhabitants at the beach. Be prepared 

to stop often with your child as they examine anything that cap-

tures their interest. The best part of learning is the hands on ex-

perience that you give your child in this inviting environment. If 

there are rocks and logs, it a great opportunity again for them to 

balance and work on their gross motor skills safely. After a day at 

the beach, it is great to be able to talk about the things that you 

saw or did. 

 

Encourage your child to explore with their senses. A child’s world 

is up close and low to the ground. We, as adults have been ex-

posed to our environment a lot longer than our children and so 

we see it in a different light. We tend to move at a quicker pace. 

Allow your child the time to explore at their own pace. The world 

of wonder is an amazing thing to watch in your own child. Let 

them be little scientists: observing, asking questions. You can 

listen, ask questions and take note of their interests and help 

them with their new discoveries. It’s important for parents not to 

always supply all the answers to their questions. We want to give 

our children the tools to find out how and where they can find 

the answers to their own questions. Have a great time outdoors 

this summer exploring nature with your children. 
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We delight each year in bringing together a diverse group of parents from preschools across 

mainland BC to serve on our Provincial Board. Skill sets of all kinds are encouraged and 

appreciated, and we are happy to help you find a role that suits your availability, interests 

and location! We need leaders, pencil pushers, speech makers, background thinkers, big 

hearts, problem solvers and parents who are enthusiastic about the invaluable resource Par-

ent Participation Preschools provide for young children and their families. 

If you think you have any of the qualities listed above, please contact the Council Office at 

604-435-4430 or cnclbc@telus.net to discuss. 

 

Remember: a role with our Board can count as a “job” with your preschool; it can fill the 

gap if you are “between” kids at PPP; or can be a great way to continue your involvement 

and maximize your knowledge if your children have moved on from their preschool years! 

The Council of Parent Participation Preschools in BC is looking 

for New Members. We Need You! 

Carolyn presents Parent Ed. programs throughout British Columbia.  She is a former PPP parent and a B.C. certified teacher.  Please visit her website - 

www.storytimestandouts.com and follow her on Twitter @StoryStandouts and Pinterest.com/storystandouts/.   

The Power of Why  
 By Carolyn Hart, BC Certified Teacher, Parent Educator 

For several years, I have worked with children who have 

needed support with reading.  When helping a child to over-

come mild to moderate learning challenges, my job has been to 

use a variety of methods to support and enhance his or her 

learning. 
 

One of the most gratifying jobs I have had in the past few years 

has been working with a speech delayed child.  When I first 

met him, he was essentially mute.  While it was clear that he 

understood spoken words, he could not / did not use recogniz-

able words to express himself. 
 

Thankfully, with a great deal of support (in school and out of 

school), he now speaks clearly and enthusiastically and also has 

learned to read.  It is a joy to speak with him and sometimes I 

find it hard to believe just how far he has come.  He is in grade 

one now and his reading is quite good for his age.  He tends to 

rely heavily on his knowledge of sight words rather than using 

phonics skills (which is perhaps not surprising) but, regardless 

of his preferred way of attacking words, he is doing quite well. 
 

Although it is very exciting to speak with him, to watch as he 

writes sentences and to listen to him read aloud, we don't want 

to lose focus on the fact that the most important skill in read-

ing is comprehension.  The skill of decoding a word or reading 

a sentence aloud is nothing unless the reader understands the 

meaning of the word, sentence or paragraph he or she has 

read. 
 

This month, as you look forward to summer days, camping 

trips, time at the beach and road trips, I hope you will also 

consider ways to help your child(ren) gain comprehension 

skills.   My recommendation is that every child aged six months 

and older should hear a minimum of two picture books read 

aloud every day.  Older children, should have ample opportu-

nities to  read independently but also listen everyday while a 

fluent, expressive, enthusiastic adult shares a wonderful chapter 

book.  Believe me, there is nothing better than reading in a tent 

steps away from Howe Sound or listening to an exciting or funny 

audio book while driving along Highway 3 between Hope and 

Princeton. 
 

While sharing great books this summer, be sure to pause long 

enough to enhance your child's comprehension: 

Before you start to read a story,  take a moment to look at the 

cover art and think about the book title.  Ask your child, "What 

hints does the book title give about the story?  What kind of boy 

will David be?"  "Does this cover art remind you of any other 

books we have read?"  "Do you think Grumpy Bird will be a scary 

or funny story?" 
 

When you are partway through a story, ask, "What will happen 

next?" "Why do you think Goldilocks did that?"  or "Why did the 

coconut tree start to tip over?" 
 

Or, if you have finished a book, ask ""Do you think this a real or 

imaginary story?  How do you know?  Why do you feel that 

way?" , "What would have done if you were Mortimer's mom and 

dad and he wouldn't stop singing?" or  "Does this story remind 

you of any other books we have read? Why or why not?" 
 

So, here's to a reading-filled summer.  I hope you will find a vast 

treasure of books to share with your children and that you will 

take a few moments, each day, to enrich the read-aloud experi-

ence with thought provoking questions.  I especially hope you 

will ask, "Why?" 

Best regards everybody!  See you in September 
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Advertise Your Next School Event here for 
free! (Member schools only) For more details 
please contact            cppadmin@telus.net 

The PPP Partner Newsletter of The Council of Parent Participation Preschools in BC 

#4-4340 Carson Street Burnaby, BC V5J 2X9 Phone: 604 435 4430 Fax: 604 434 0443 E-Mail: cppadmin@telus.net 

Council Office: Monday to Thursday  9:30 am – 2:30 pm. For a Member Preschool near you please visit our website at www.cpppreschools.bc.ca 

Magic Fun Shows for Children’s Parties & Other Events! 

Lots of laughs and audience participation. Shows are adapted for 
children of all ages. 

 For details please call  Peter Rooke 

 604-984-6822 or prooke@shaw.ca or 
visitwww.peterrookemagic.com 

 
On Behalf of the CPPPBC Board, we 

wish you a wonderful and adventurous 
Summer.  

Now Hiring for  

September 2016 
 

Supervisor Teacher  

Part-time position for children aged 30 months to 5 years  

   Monday to Friday mornings (4 hours per day) with the potential for 

additional hours. Looking for a qualified ECE or ECEA with  

ECE Registry in BC  

Assistant Supervisor 
Part-time position on Tuesday and Thursday mornings 

Ideal for an ECE student or recent ECE graduate 

Please send a cover letter and resume with references to:  

bayviewtreehouse@gmail.com  

Come Join Us at Granville Island for 

this Year’s Festival! 


